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Main comments

R1.1: Line 180: You used 500 particles per hologram. However, holograms frequently
have higher numbers of particles (few thousands). Why did you choose this number, and
would the results differ if there were a factor of 10 more in each hologram?

A1.1: We originally started the project working with 512 x 512 images that contained
varying numbers of particles; the 500 came from scaling up the smaller images to the full-
sized examples. We also tried to keep the computational time for the synthetic holograms
reasonable. More particles can certainly be added in future investigations, especially if
they are kept on the small size with a relatively narrow drop size distribution.  

Regarding holograms with 10 times as many particles, we have added the following
discussion to the Discussion section:

The performance of the $N_{SH}$ = 1,000 model on holograms containing thousands of
particles, which was trained on holograms containing 500 particles, will depend on how
the particles are distributed in 3D. The model should still predict masks around the clearly
in-focus particles. As a result of matching/clustering procedure, however, these particles
may be grouped into the same cluster and considered one (larger) particle with the
clustering threshold of 1,000 um (this was observed even with holograms that contained
hundreds of particles). It is possible that the model may still estimate the total mass but
not the correct number. On the other hand, if the particles are sparsely distributed across
(x,y,z) and on the smaller side, the model performance should be less dependent on the
number of particles present.

R1.2: You state that the synthetic holograms you used were corrupted by noise
processes. It is unclear to me how exactly this was achieved. Why did you not use real
empty holograms to inform what it would look like and use it as background for the
synthetic holograms? That way you’d have the same background from the synthetic
holograms as are present in reality. Since you explain towards the end of the manuscript
you need to retrain the models before each field project anyways, you could include that
way the field project specific noise.

A1.2: We have added a clearer section number/heading, “2.5.1 Hologram image
transformations”, where the noise transformations are described. Several references to



this section have been added in different areas in the revised manuscript to remind the
reader what the transformations were and how they were used. 

The background is an interesting concept. We had discussed this early on in the project
and initially dismissed it because clearly some artifacts are not strictly constrained to
intensity.  For example, beam deviations from Gaussian and interference structure (due to
clipping or secondary reflections on the transmitter side) will result in both amplitude and
phase fluctuations in the electric field interacting with the cloud particles.  Due to the
incomplete capture of the physics, we pursued a different approach to approximating non-
ideal instrument behavior.  However, we are actively working toward generating more
realistic “noise” in our synthetic holograms, and the approach proposed here seems like a
very reasonable approach to consider.  Our view is that implementing this approach is out
of scope with the work summarized in this manuscript, but we are very interested in
leveraging this approach in our ongoing efforts.

R1.3: Line 27/28: Where do these numbers come from? HOLODEC has a sample volume
of ideally nearly 19 cm^3 (maximum x*y*z distance). Not all can be used, since particles
are not uniformly detected, especially close to the edges. So, typically a sample volume of
around 13 cm^3 has been used in the past, or even less, depending on the conditions.
The sample area in x*y also decreases with distance z, leading to a cone shaped sample
volume. This should be considered and explained. Similarly, each pixel is about 3 um
wide, leading to the minimum detectable particle of about 6 um – but the resolution would
still be 3 um.  

A1.3: The quantities in question come directly from the referenced Spuler and Fugal
Applied Optics (2011) publication.  In the abstract it states:

“Experimental results demonstrate that the system is capable of recording holograms that
can be reconstructed with resolution of better than 6.5 μm within a 15cm3 sample
volume.”

There should be some distinction made between the pixel resolution of the camera (3 um)
and the optical system resolution (6.5 um) — AKA minimum resolvable spot size.  This
section of the text was referring to the latter.  In order to clarify this, we added text to
state the effective CCD pixel size is approximately 3 um.

Minor comments   

R1.4: None of the images have a colorbar, and while it may be acceptable in some cases,
in examples such as e.g. Fig. 13 where particles are shown, it would be interesting to see
if all panels have the same values or if the images were scaled.

A1.4: In all figures showing holograms, we have changed the color scheme to grayscale
to reflect the pixel scale 0-255 used throughout (for both HOLODEC and synthetic
images), and added colorbars when appropriate. 

R1.5: Fig. 6: both panels in 6(a) have y-axes that have a gap between zero and the end.
It makes it hard to see if the values in the plot are zero, or above. Either zero the axes or
add gridlines for clarity.

A1.5: We have added a grid-line at 0 particles and updated the caption in Figure 6 to
point out the two grid-lines correspond with 0 and 500 particles. 

R1.6: Fig. 7/9: What exactly is the difference between Fig. 7 bottom row and Fig. 9
second row? The plots look identical to me and the description does not make it clearer. If
they are the same, I’d suggest combining Figure 7 and 9 – if not, make clearer what the



difference exactly is.

A1.6: They are the same. We have left Figures 7 and 9 as they are but added a sentence
in section 3.4 to clarify that the panels are the same:

“For clarification, the N_SH = 1000 results in Figure 7 (bottom row) are shown again in
Figure 9 (second row).”

R1.7: Fig. 11: (a) and (b) are mentioned in the caption, but not included in the figure.

A1.7: (a) and (b) have been added to both Fig. 11 and Fig. A2 

R1.8: Fig 12:
-  The colorbar is missing for all panels. The question is, is it the same colorbar in all
figures or not? If it is, then it is noteworthy that the different approaches also size
particles differently. In e.g. (c)(ii) the same particles than in (a) have a different color,
and more orange/red particles are shown. Are the different methods influencing sizing
that much?

-  (a)(i) and (a)(ii) are the same – why not have it only once, maybe centered between
the two rows? It took a while for me to realize they are the same and I looked for the
differences.

-  I find the naming (b)(i) and (b)(ii) in this case unnecessary and confusing, and naming
(a)-(e) would work just as well here. But this is just a suggestion.

-  It might be worth mentioning that the three axes are not equal size and therefore
distances between particles are not to scale.

A1.8: We have added a color bar, which applies to all panels in Figure 12. The coloring
convention is also consistent across all panels. We also have made all particle symbol
sizes the same so that the color bar alone instructs the reader on the size of the particles. 

We have removed the duplicated “True” particles 3D plot, and relabeled the five panels (a)
through (e). Finally, we added a line to the caption in Figure 12 stating: “Note that the
three axes do not have the same size, therefore distances between particles do not scale.”

R1.9: Line 220: “...number of particles...”

A1.9: Corrected.

R1.10: Line 241: “...number of pixels...”

A1.10: Corrected.

R1.11: Line 354: “...explicitly,_a transformation...” (space missing)

A1.11:  Corrected.

R1.12: Line 412: “...trials...”

A1.12: Corrected.

R1.13: Line 465: N_S is explained here, but N_SH not. I could not find any specific
definition for it in the manuscript.



A1.13: We have rewritten the section including line 465 to clarify the difference between
“S” and “SH” notation used in the results presentation:

“We investigated six models to probe the performance dependence on the choice of $N$
as well as the noise introduced during training as described in
Section~\ref{sec:image_trans}. We use a subscript `S' to reference the first model that
was trained and optimized on synthetic holograms only, as described in
Section~\ref{sec:opt}, using $N_S$ = 1,000 bins along the $z$ direction. The remaining
models used different resolutions along $z$, which were $N_{SH}$ = 100, 1,000, 5,000,
10,000, and 46,648, where `SH' means the models were trained on synthetic holograms
that were corrupted by noise processes. We optimized the corruption in hyperparameter
optimization by utilizing the manually labeled validation HOLODEC examples, hence the
subscript `SH', which is used to differentiate these models from the `S' model that is used
here as a baseline.”

R1.14: Line 487: All abbreviations are explained here, but F1 score is not. I could not find
any specific definition for it in the manuscript.

A1.14: At the end of section 2.4.4 we have updated the following sentence: “The paired
particles can be used to compute performance metrics such as accuracy and F1 score
(defined here as the harmonic mean between precision and recall), while the predicted
particle numbers allow us to construct a contingency table for the holograms.”

R1.15: Line 643: “...architecture...”

A1.15: Corrected.
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